Rules about fishing in Stora Lövsjön

For fishing in Stora Lövsjön you need to have a guilty complete filled fishing license.
The license in valid for 24 hours from start date and hour.
The talon (bottom part of the card) must be placed in the postbox at the notice-board before fishing.
Make an x in the square when you have read the rules and accepted them.
•

Number of fishes: A maximum of 3 fishes per license. Hooked fish must not be put back.
During the winter season is it only allowed with one license per day.

•

Fishing-equipment: Only one rod per fishing license is allowed. Two children under the age
of 15 may fish on the same card as a grown up. but only 3 fishes together. No boats allowed.
You must have the rod in sight. If you leave you must take the rod out of the water.

•

Bait: Live bait may not be used.

•

Fire: You are only permitted to make a fire on special prepared places. Make sure to put out
the fire after you have finished it.

•

Piers: Disabled people have superiority to the piers near the cottage. Fly-fishermen have
superiority to the other piers.

•

Parking: Only on marked places. Outside the cottage is only allowed to people with special
permission. Caravans can be placed on the east side of the lake

•

Keep clean: Not permitted to leave fishing-tackles on the ground. Garbage as plastic-bags,
bottles can be dropped in the garbage-sacks or be taken back home.
Pieces of fish , shrimps and food may not be put in the garbage-sacks. Instead you can throw
it in the wood, the shore but not in the water. You can clean the fish on special tables or on
the ground but wash it clean after you done it.
Cigarettes is not allowed to throw in the water or on the ice.
Fishing-guest who leave litter on the ground can lose its license

•

Sanctions: People who brake the fishing-law and rules may risk:
Lose the fishing-license and catched fish will be taken
Fishing-rod can be taken and given to the Police-station
If someone repeats the crime or with more serious crimes we can take a fee of 4000 kronor
that you have to pay, and we contact the Police
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